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A line from Kim Kardashian

Matter changes its state when energy is supplied to it. Solids become liquids, & liquids become those classic black dance shoes that bars & restaurants often say they have so as to seem as graceful as other places that support female pelvic health & bladder control through state of the art epic experiences. Our core area of expertise is sputtering technology. You do the work; but based largely on anecdotal evidence it seems impossible to completely fix a prolapse with pelvic floor exercise or repair bikes by means of techniques less toxic than conventional solvent-based products whilst still including a sense of responsibility toward the less fortunate & references to plasma television.
Waikiki sunset

Loralee believes that the cornerstone to providing uncompromised eye care is clean boxes with high ceilings & committed technicians dedicated to quality repairs. The cook was very personable, an exemplary professional. I was so excited. He came out in January.
moat

more complicated story
: than newly born :
subjecthood.

most frequently : directed :
toward the location
: of the syntactic :

duplicates its movement.

must tell a :

: verbs.
A line from Roger Federer

Most actions occur a-
synchronously. Snow
is a wonderful insulator.
Almost three dozen
defensive linemen have
rotated through the roster.
When I open the app
the background stops
streaming. It's solid
white. There is now a
voluminous literature
on women rulers in 16th
century Italy. I took a picture
of my son in an elementary
school cafeteria. It evens
it out a bit sometimes.
This may involve moving objects

Stepping back into the early
days of the Red Lion Hotel,
we were approached by the
local plastic sheet converter
whose ethical business aims
to provide its customers with the
opportunity to buy a recycled
Anaesthesia Trolley or a two crank
orthopedics bed. "Our shops are making a
real impact on our local communities. No posts.
No Vintage or Retro items on eBay. No Home. Just up-
holstery with a fire safety label. & an occasional speech bubble."
A great storm devastated the fitness instructor

There is a such as red fish & root beer barrels that is not mine but belongs to its rightful owners. How about a big shout out for the staff who did such a good job pushing the local legislature to fix the streaming. To call Red Fish "cajun" is to finally assert that language has no meaning. There's chicken in dog food, yet we don't call chicken 'dog food.' It is just canned Creole for the northern masses. I took my little brother there & we ended up full of grease. From the latest Latin American files we learn that at least 1,000 persons lost their lives. We recommend you purchase trip cancellation insurance to cover any losses should you have to drop out due to unforeseen illness or other emergency.
Knocktet

There are 68 calories in 1 slice of Sprouted Wheat Bread.

Sprouted wheat bread is an ancient food with modern-day benefits.

Modern-day benefits include a garage, & large garden grounds to the rear.

Grounds to the rear still gleam & hummingbirds flit amid the engulfing foliage.

The engulfing foliage of a giant Swiss Cheese Plant & a Madagascar Dragon Tree.

A Madagascar Dragon tree is a very hardy, hard to kill indoor plant.

Kill Indoor Plant Bugs on eHow. Get essential tips.

Essential tips that will transform your 1 slice of Sprouted Wheat Bread are available on Amazon.com.
A line from Elias Canetti

The minutes from the Fed’s last meeting show how policy-makers decided to keep the stimulus going. Everyone heard the shot. Was the rifle recovered really a Mauser? Alternate between "the stone, the rifle, & free speech," says a Fatah official. I say "We Need More Guns!" I put snow in my mouth. The new stuff is sounding like parkway drive with insane vocals! If a shim is needed it should be made of hard wood. The style of the handle is up to you.
dedicated to minimalist footwear

selling pigeons at an
impromptu street market
to keep feet stimulated

; it marked a milestone
; in the development of
: some forms of knowledge

digital revolution
can have : devastating
effects on the well-being
of : the steam car & the
car in general.

(Los automóviles de vapor Stanley
marcaron un hito en el desarrollo
del automóvil de vapor y del
automóvil en general.)

the goblin king is
 supplied : as standard
with one : trouser-
finishing device
for extra durability.

combining multiple images :
puts a human face; on AIDS.

(We wouldn’t want it to get
disproportionate, of course,
but we do need to measure
the outcomes that matter.)
The / Fine Art / of Water Quality

When placed inside a shooting
gallery, all Kansas City
flea markets have senior
moments & become
totally disengaged from
the outside world. They
no longer automatically
download podcast
audio/video files to your
tablet or allow rural
health workers to test
the decibels of Robert
Pattinson’s cellphone
ringtones. Some devices
really need to play catch-up.
A line from Edgar Allan Poe

This is a hotel in transition. 
No longer can any jest 
be made. The great God is 
come, she has addressed the 
issue of cyber-espionage, &,
for reasons that baffle the con-
servatives, has setup a camera 
to record the numberplates 
of any angels entering the 
estate. Now Susan Rice 
has been tapped to become her 
new national security adviser. 

A line from Paul Revere

According to a top Face-
book executive who came 
down immediately after a 
mind-numbing high, you 
can fly to the other end 
of the earth & it still 
looks like New Orleans & 
the Sugar Bowl Regatta.
The transformative powers of a bilingual education

Green beans are said to have originated in South & Central America. Clays are used externally for skin conditions & for cosmetic purposes. They don't have an origin myth but do share memories of early Phish concerts with other fans.
À propos of the wet snow

"There are States where the family hardly exists," he said to her after a light-hearted romp through the clichés of contemporary performance. "You are an awfully good sort. Read Notes from the Underground or Treatise on Cubic Form."

Mr. Richard Mutt sent in a fountain—now I can grow this thing that I have always thought was an artichoke.
A line from Yo Yo Ma

The last two outings of the U.S. Patent Office have disappointed at the box office. The first, based on three short plays by Molière, was a podcast of naturally carbonated water: the second, a device that looked like a tiny washboard, punched holes into another dimension to make the transmission of music travel faster than light. The new endeavor, which has an optional external battery, uses an antenna splitter to take advantage of loopholes in both European laws & the very root of traditional American popular music. Many people like that tingling feeling on their tongue.
Robert Pattinson was planning on proposing . . .

It has became a kind of breather between the high-tech wonders of the first act & the final 1-liter plastic bottle containing an unknown uplift of the oath-taking, flag-injustice substance. Have had experience of both, not being able to avoid the body armor that police said he wore during the techno music blasting a ballistic helmet & one & obtain measure while they waited for bomb-sniffing humanity that stays unchanging within the Games’ changing contexts — with spectacle — judges to score these performances, but legions who watch worldwide will all have something to say about them, for no man who is worthy to be called a man described him as a recluse, to their friends & neighbors. In May, he began buying a brief, proud display of folkloric arts & apparently stocking up on them hence there arose laws & mutual covenants; & that which is ordained by law is vest, ballistic leggings, throat & groin protector, a gas mask & black tactical gloves. Justice; it is a mean or compromise, between the best of all, which is to do a precautionary graduate program in sorry neuroscience. Before he left for the movie theater he booby-trapped his apartment as the lesser evil, attaching several trip wires for the thematically unjust, but it’s still the heart of the show, a many-colored cavalcade of gorgeous unintended consequences, termed lawful & just. This they affirm to be the origin of nature & did give you steam engines, shooting, great pop music & comedy & the roots of social networking. It was ugly there for a while, but we’re all right — & everybody dance now.
A line from Harry S. Truman

In the devastating aftermath of Fox News’ continued assault on the labor movement, bumble-bees seem to be dwindling at an alarming rate. It’s not always about getting up close & personal—and even channeling the late great Jamaican musician Bob Marley cannot cure all financial ills—but matters of the mind & spirit are wreaking havoc on people in the Midwest. Trauma accumulates in sensitive tissues over time. My wife removed several large caterpillars from our tomato plants. The Senate is in an uproar.
The Japanese coffin

motel provides a key to conceptualize how more comfortable living conditions can be achieved in snow-prone countries. That makes you think again about the world inside you—tempered metronomes & cache-flow problems, those seemingly intrinsic features of the unconsciousness mind.
the subway out of Tombstone

He caught the subway
out of Tombstone. It was
as she’d said, the present
is another country.
Fortunately he’d come
prepared, ice in
his jacket pocket, a
survival manual
in thirtyfive languages
counterbalancing the
imprint of his wallet
against his ass. Gun-shots still reverberated
in his ears, but he’d
stayed on top
of it all until halfway
across the Atlantic
when his tablet dropped out,
& his heart went with it.
Just how honest was Oliver Stone?

Every time I'm out on the street, exploring the effects of elemental vortices by means of three popsicle sticks, a small piece of wire, & a hot-glue gun

with a mathematically-defined tapering diameter within the chamber, shots "un-connected" to the badger cull ring out.
A line from Jackson Pollock

I’d never really thought about it before. My only experience in using biofuels from land-rich tropical countries to help displace foreign petroleum imports was a major bathroom renovation in an export facility on the Eyre Peninsula in South Australia. I didn't care if some guy had found nirvana recovering recently deleted files from a photo flash drive, or abandoned his pacifistic & idealistic concepts for an easy give & take with a genetic rearrangement that includes free software. Only a distribution of internal forces & reactions which satisfies equilibrium can provide a recording of the Dvorak cello concerto suitable for a dynamic tagbased situational playback. The sad march toward the ultimate delisting of wolves continues.
Call the 800 number for Verizon

We are years away
from the development
of a teleportation
machine. That’s why
you’ve ended up
in a bad service area,
unable to send those
topless photos to your boy-
friend. A person might
get the flu, & later sue,
through touching a
needle in the haystack.
Was probably carefully
worded & left
there by a lawyer. The
second goat has
been sent away to perish.
Spring is here

Most everyone in the United Kingdom expected to experience little difficulty behind the wheel. No way. Understanding, as we understand it, is misunderstanding. Elias Canetti wrote that. No alcohol in the blood; but the secret use of people’s militia breached the government’s strict rules for both Grand Opera & prescription drugs. Ambition leads me, wrote Captain James Cook. Rodgers & Hart put it in to the negative. The Philippines’ oldest church lost its bell tower.
He ended the season with 21 tackles

Energy expenditure can be divided into several kinds of octopus, some edible, some definitely not! But the notion of mathematical truth cannot be reduced to a purely formal script that performs a gripper operation.

The parallax view

A head set jack compiled from comprehensive & current sources is a showy but useless item, even less arresting than a pet trapeze.
A line from Barry Gibb

The years take a toll. She could feel her pulse, beating in time with the tiger's pacing. Falmouth,

with its little watercolors of bandaged children, is a long way from Vegas. The animals found their way to the island. She found little nectar left in the wilting flowers. Woman's shoes by the bed = obedience. Duchamp's nude descended the staircase. She didn't know what the brain looked like. All she saw were sheep & big cotton balls.
the all-in-one printer machine

Ohio's hometown newspaper & Central Ohio's source for breaking news occasionally worked retail as an electronics expert. A second man wearing camouflage trousers was seen being handcuffed after claiming pairing a white shirt with black pants or skirt is forbidden in the Bible. The cat sniffed the bread.
relevant intricacies

The current state of architecture development is so complex that even smokers seem to have a greater innate ability to understand refrigerator repairs & court verdicts on sales tax than the major league baseball entity. Not all that surprising given the latter specializes in navigating the electronic signature vendor space & explaining Egypt's coup d'état.
Peristalsis

is the wave-like motion intestines make to down-load genuine photographs of Jesus & Mary from the new online store Fuck the Love, I’m in it for the Money or Above & Beyond’s Hello charting from the slightly older Beatport.

Strobe

I wear a fluorescent yellow jersey.
I build semantic templates effectively.
I stick a dancer up on every speaker

within this obscure room filled with mannequins.

I am not arguing for arrests.
A line from Pharrell Williams

A UFO spotted above Oklahoma on Sunday is a visual tool to gain more awareness of the difference between hot & cold water, & destined to play a pivotal role in the 2014 housing market.

I know there’s an active thread, but I will limit my prognostications to the reasons why retro designs were slow to penetrate the Habsburg Monarchy. Everything boomerangs. Should the NSA "want to listen to the phone," tap the three dots below the photo you want to save. Here are some cases I have previously posted.
Multiple inheritance leads to a taxonomy of concepts. Lineage relates to the persistence of an entity over time. New arguments in favour of the four-dimensional ontology confirm that death & the separation of body & soul play an important role in the analysis of circadian systems.

If a meme were continually interested in "what happens next," activity must be causing change, therefore, somewhere in the brain. Even if they can think independently & move of their own accord, the claim that a thing exists, when added to our notion of a thing, does not add anything to the concept.

I’ve always gone along with the orthodox interpretation & used the term to refer to any cultural entity (such as a song, an idea, or a religion) that an observer might consider a replicator. The idea that our consciousness is an interlocking system of memes is reflected in the early stimulus-blocked responses that are part of a generalized fear & feeling of loss of control.

Once the roles of cause & effect are assigned to objects in interactions, people tend to overestimate the strength & importance of the causal object & underestimate that of the effect object in bringing about the outcome. This bias is termed the causal asymmetry. Eventually we will reach a point in the past where all humans can be divided into two groups. The storage assumption greatly simplifies the treatment of resource variability.

& now that the Linnean system has been largely replaced by a cladistic system in which any clade or complete branch of the evolutionary tree is given a name, & the only remaining fixed rank is genus, luck plays only a small part in discovering fossils. There are no clear ontological differences between biological individuals & developmental states.
A line from Vincent van Gogh

Large numbers of people live in poverty. It is air conditioned, which keeps its large, handsomely appointed living space comfortably cool. But. An absence of optimism keeps the people trapped. No clean water, hands soft as silk, poor sanitary facilities, glimmering nails that don’t chip. Welcome to the Biggest Wighest Hair salon, renowned for their scientific knowledge of why biofuel projects increase serotonin levels in the body & for a holistic treatment of electricity that ensures racial disparities still remain. Beavers were hunted to extinction in Mozambique. My libido is in the toilet.
chaotic scenes

The symbols used by burglars also allow an oracle system to choose which of her forms is most suitable to describe corrugated containers.

A recent study shows

that 24 per cent of species going about their daily lives have 43 per cent more export opportunities than the furthest fattest galaxy thus far observed.

Relentless

Poltergeists mingle in the street with affluent tourists from Dar-es-Salaam. The King sits in her country house, the sky sometimes tastes of marzipan. Elsewhere, dogs keep the rain away.
This is a Piece of Cheese
for Yoko Ono

This is a piece of the old Atomium, in the Delft University of Technology
This is a piece of information that is used to support a main idea
This is a piece of genre Koten from the Chikuho Ryû & Oshu Kei Schools
This is a piece of socio-political commentary
This is a piece of relationship advice.

This is a piece of paper I hand cut
This is a piece of some sort of map
This is a piece of code
This is a piece of metal folded over one edge of the disk
This is a piece of wood. Is this interesting?

This is a piece of three strand nylon rope
This is a piece of coral received from Captain Bob
This is a piece of thylacine cartilage
This is a piece of cloth that covers the face
This is a piece of another paragon's encasing amber.

This is a piece of a basalt pillow
This is a piece of cardboard so doesn't include a battery
This is a piece of cutwork lace that begs the question
This is a piece of machinery that simply isn't meant to be airborne
This is a piece of hardware that allows one item to take the place of several.

This is a piece of the Berlin Wall
This is a piece of metal in the eye
This is a piece of California's past
This is a piece of prime real estate
This is a piece of sky. Hold on to it.

This is a piece of art
This is the only piece of art we've left on the Moon
This is a piece of reality so dense that it goes beyond art
This is a piece of cheese
This is a piece of my puzzle now.
A line from Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

A mob molests a teenage girl. No shockwaves ripple across the country. But there’s major talk about expanding college football conferences for expanding college football players. Genes & obesity. Aggrieved athletes protest the fast-food reliance we have created. I cannot sleep. My allergy symptoms are worse now the goldenrod is in bloom.

A line from Jelly Roll Morton

Inside of my hood / a dead wombat. Or may be a pyramid. "There is a great possibility that this is my last day in America." The energy is not stored but propagates from a peculiar form of mathematics & harmonies, gold elliptical nanoparticles, sometimes moving together, sometimes moving alone.
What made you want to look up Suky Tawdry?

A damning ethics report that revealed Assemblyman Vito Lopez’s penchant for propositioning young women, his high-heel fetish & his aversion to bras was previewed to an audience at the National Museum of Australia in Canberra on Tuesday night.

^ The immorality of rodeos extends to the arrogance of the riders & their attitude to the animals, & to the way the audience is demeaned watching such a tawdry spectacle. (from: Animals Australia / Rodeos)

^ They handmade polish is 5-free & definitely not tested on animals. Also, they have a super cute logo, one of several prostitutes who associate with the gangster Macheath.

^ Please share what surprised you most... A mouse who lives in a small green cottage by a lake in New Hampshire. A fictional character who brought back a flood of unpleasant memories for one former colleague.
Some geographies

Austin

Ever since its 1884 "dead horse" law, the IRS has been babywearing. The walk is now too long, the airport too fraught with obstacles. Things align in my mind, juxtaposing seasonal migration & the impact of conundrums on children's Federal tax return processes. Both trains connect with day cruises. Only Texas Heavy Metal will never disappoint.

Xinjiang

Somewhere on Wuyi Road—aka 312 National—I discover, just past the turnoff to it, that the Changji Urban Appearance Bureau of Environmental Health Gardening Farm Environmental Protection Institute hasn't shared anything on its page with me.
Siem Reap

This porridge isn’t bombastic, is instead a trifecta of subliminal multi-dimensional delights. All thanks to a consortium of bi-cycling dolphins, turtles, & whales who have opened the first restaurant inside a boutique inside a grocery store. Let’s hope this move doesn’t detract from its reputation as the best city in the world for chicken red curry.
I begin to overlook
what I am thinking
& feeling. Being objective
about unlimited-speed
roads is right up there
with climate change
denial. Somewhere in a
dark room in Etobicoke,
the poster boy for global
warming embraces
simultaneously the joys
of life & the ever-
expanding universe. It's
gran rifiuto, is neither
metaphysical nor political;
but abnormal is also
the content of the news.
Zanesville

Two & a half thousand denture patients spend more than one billion Euros every year collecting imagery from space because they don’t want to pay the earth.

Penang

The scenic trail is instrumental in uncovering various cybercriminal operations by institutional clients.
Sunchang

As well as being an enduring favorite stopoff point for backpackers, the reconstructed outdoor enclosure for penguins is also my favorite type of chili.

It's sweeter, with a different flavor profile than other water-world experiences of childbirth, a goldmine of sensory rewards.
Mallorca

I neglect my talents, skim a book from the shelf. American tanks come to a halt in front of an elegant gay-friendly lifestyle-focused yoga boutique b&b in a previously undiscovered replication of true crime new york city. Walkways lead clearly through the rural patchwork of wheat fields & olive groves. A Kurdish app created exclusively for the Pink Ribbon cause gives me regular reminders from hot guys to check my breasts. Every member of staff goes the extra mile.
Columbia, MO

One of the most important accessories for creative growth is a gun safe
dehumidifier that turns from blue to pink to signal when to reactivate.

Ovens River, Victoria

There is just the one mention of Texas persimmon in the ethnographic literature, a cite of that episode of Here Comes Honey Boo Boo entitled "A Day in The Life of a 3-Wheeled Vehicle."
Neuchatel

Shinshiro means new castle, is painted a metal color & has a garden at the rear. Has a zoo & a circus museum anchored to the bottom of the lake through a mastery of spatial, temporal, & logico-mathematical operations. The roofing system generally costs only slightly more & can be laid on most types of rigid sub-structure. Has cheap rates. Has twenty-six traveller reviews & eight photos.

Basel

Having found its new best friend by using PuppyTerritory's free classified system, the spring of the year 1816 opened upon Europe.
Prophetic Word Alert

Your picture of early colonial American gentlemen with a little time on their hands is intended to convey irony or, perhaps, inefficiency. My husband has been deceased for five years. Next month I’ll be taking time off from work.
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Δ
Paul
wrote & performed this song about a large piece of bedroom furniture with an odd diagonal box next to the posts & a small speech triangle for his avatar.
Jewelweed is of particular interest

An upcoming tragedy
often described as serving
the best burgers in Brickell
will get the juices flowing.

It illustrates how pesticide
pollution from intensive
tobacco cultivation causes
physical deformities; & even

though the stumps may offer a
selection of cereals, fresh fruit,
yoghurts & fruit juice they will
never grow into real wings.
A line from Omar Khayyám

Science is beautiful: has
truth, has drama, has
a growing arsenal of
computer software. Has

a multifaceted design
& fabrication facility
that analyzes political
process, ideologies,

the actors within. Can
determine the authenticity
of antique paintings,
periodically hosts artists-
in-residence. Has IMAX
& planetarium shows
that range from a visual
articulation of the discovery

of gold to an annotated
map of sea-turtle tracks
Algebra is a scientific art.
I am a real rocket scientist.
A line from Khushwant Singh

It’s a new concept. Fire up the time machine. The poetry of scent, les paroles des chansons des artistes français

& internationaux, with an enclosed garden to the rear & a parking space in the front, is clear & good enough to swim in. Something to do with Florence Nightingale, a side project from her then-current death metal band, now abandoned, due to problems with realm time differences. Her pickup truck slammed into a tree.

The survivors are holding out in an abandoned building, generating random values from any common statistical distribution they can lay their hands on. The country is partitioned: another sad day in the rap community. What is there left of it? The elegance & intricacy of broken mirror pieces? Or. Watch the dead being put to flames?
I wish I could swim like dolphins

There is a song Freddie Mercury sang that I don't remember. It started "I want to break free" but those two bars are all I recall. The next two bars were a repeat of the first. What came after that was the phrase repeated but extended. I cannot remember how it went.

I am in a cycle of mental paralysis. Not a mindset but a mind rut. I cannot remember how the song went though I'm singing it now. I am not replying to emails though they continue to arrive. I cannot remember how to turn on the pc though that is where I am writing this. I want to break free. My life is two bars, repeated. I cycle between them. One serves lethe, the other leaves me be. I do not recall what I am doing here or where here is since I thought I was there already. I am missing out letters as I type. That Freddie Mercury song has nothing to do with this.

I come home from work. I do not remember who I am. Somebody winds me up & I write mechanical poems. "It will keep your hand in" a voice says somewhere. I write home & come & wonder why they don't sound the same. People send me emails but I don't reply. I don't recognise the name. They cannot be for me for I do not remember who I am. There is a song Freddy somebody sang.

There is another song by a group called Queen. I don't recall who the lead singer was, do not remember if I ever heard them. I don't recall the lines that went "If I'm not back again this time tomorrow / carry on, carry on as if nothing really matters."

I cannot remember who I am. I cannot remember how to write. I write to nobody any more so does it really matter if I write or not. For myself, to myself. To anybody, to nobody. Nobody writes to me & when they do I do not answer. Wind me up / I right mechanical poems. Prick me, do I not bleed? I cannot remember.
evaluated in real time

The candle wax congeals. The aorta descends towards the inferior part of the lumbar region, a lattice of intersecting smears of lipstick & half-eaten chicken livers, that embodies poetic form in a more measured response than diseased cells tracked in three dimensions. I search for "red sofa." Finally, the waitress appears.

Sorry,

nothing matched your search terms. Please try again with a different fish.